
 

Enolate anion

Valence Bond Theory approach to bonding: Hybridize the atomic orbitals on atoms first, 
then look for overlap with remaining orbital wave functions:

ΨH1s + ΨH1s + ΨH1s + ΨC1s + ΨC2s + ΨC2px + ΨC2py + ΨC2pz + ΨC1s + 
ΨC2s + ΨC2px + ΨC2py + ΨC2pz+ ΨO1s + ΨO2s + ΨO2px + ΨO2py + ΨO2pz

Molecular Orbital Theory approach to bonding: Just add the individual orbital wave 
functions:
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π-way bonding - overlap of 3 adjacent unhybridized 2p 
orbitals
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ΨH1s + ΨH1s + ΨH1s + ΨC1s + (ΨC2s + ΨC2px + ΨC2py) + ΨC2pz + ΨC1s + 
(ΨC2s + ΨC2px + ΨC2py) + ΨC2pz+ ΨO1s + (ΨO2s + ΨO2px + ΨO2py) + 
ΨO2pz
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Enolate ion contributing structures
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The partial double bond of the C N
bond does not rotate at room temperature
so this adds considerable rigidity
to protein chains enables precise
3 dimensional folding and LIFE AS WE
KNOW IT



Organic Chemistry is the study of carbon-containing molecules. 
 

This class has two points. 
 

The first point of the class is to understand the organic chemistry of living 
systems.  We will teach you how to think about and understand the most amazing 
things on the planet!! 
 

Water is essential for life, you will learn why water has such special 
properties. 
 

You will learn the secret structural reason proteins, the most important 
molecular machines in our bodies, can support the chemistry of life. 
 
You will learn why when you take Advil for pain, exactly half of what you 
take works, and the other half does nothing. 

 

You will learn how toothpaste works. 
 

You will learn how a single chlorofluorocarbon refrigerant molecule 
released into the atmosphere can destroy many, many ozone molecules, 
leading to an enlargement of the ozone hole. 
 
You will learn how medicines like Benadryl, Seldane, and Lipitor work. 
 

You will learn how Naloxone is an antidote for an opioid overdose. 
 

You will learn why Magic Johnson is still alive, decades after contracting 
HIV. 
 

You will learn how MRI scans work. 
 
The second point of organic chemistry is the synthesis of complex molecules 
from simpler ones by making and breaking specific bonds.   
 

You will learn how to understand movies of reaction mechanisms like 
alkene hydration. 
 
You will learn reactions that once begun, will continue reacting such that 
each product molecule created starts a new reaction until all the starting 
material is used up. 

 

You will learn reactions that can make antifreeze from vodka. 
 
You will learn a reaction that can make nail polish remover from rubbing 
alcohol. 

 

You will learn how to look at a molecule and accurately predict which atoms 
will react to make new bonds, and which bonds will break during reactions. 

 

You will learn how to analyze a complex molecule’s structure so that you 
can predict ways to make it via multiple reactions starting with less complex 
starting molecules.   
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high level calculationshave confirmed the d orbitals are

not involved
However because traditions are

hard to change we still
write it the old way
even though it is not

off accurate
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Ittutionalisomers same molecular

formula but the atoms
are consented differently

Cy 17,00 Constitutional Isomer

non 19
OH
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OH 70



Nomenclatureofmolec
2 systems Common names existed

before systematic name

in
we
will

sometimes
mentor

but IEEE
IUPAC systematz name process

for structures

we will

test t
on
tha molecule are named

as the longest chain
with groups branching
off the main

Step 1 Memorize Tables 2.1 2.3
in the book

Add ane to indicate
it is an alkane





2

fntifythparentchainthen number it

longest continues chain
of carbon atoms

Number the chain so that
the first group substituent ha

the lower number

if there is a tie on numbers
use the lower number for the

the substituent that comes first
I h b I



in the alphabet

step Name the substituents

changing ane to x1
see Table 2.3

You can always use the
common names in Table 2.3

ex isopropyl or

l methyl ethyl are

both OK

Step Alphabetize substituents and
list in alphabetical order

When more than one of the

same substituent is present
we use di tri tetra penta to

indicate exactly how many

I do not consider
di tri tetra etc
when alphabetizing

Putting it all together
CH CH



C 3 Cll

CHICHICH EA TH TH CHICHICH
EH Clt EH

CH CH 3

no name 9 carbons in the parent chain

dimethyl 3,5

ethyl 4

4 ethyl G isopropyl 3,5 dimethyl non ane

Cydrstrax
when there are more

atoms in the ring
compared to any of the

substituents s the

l ethyl 2,3 dimethylcyclohexane
Parent chain is the

ring add cyclo
to the parent chain
name

Number the ring to give the lowest
Il b



g g
overall numbers 1,2 not 4,5 6

If there is a tie the first substituent

by alphabet gets the lower number


